Motion for Board Consideration

PRNC Board Meeting
February 12, 2020

Motion: Motion to send request for action letter to CD 12 to prioritize the already approved left hand turn signal at Wilbur and Rinaldi.

Proposed by: David Balen and Jason Hector

Description: Wilbur and Rinaldi has been an ongoing concern for our stakeholders because of the frequent accidents that occur. LADOT has approved a left hand turn signal but it has not been installed. Therefore, we are asking the Councilman to assist us in making this a priority.

Benefits to PR: Help to get the safety recommendations of the City implemented as soon as possible to hopefully reduce the number of accidents in the future.

Is this a Time-Sensitive Motion (Yes/No)? Yes

If the answer is “Yes”, please explain: This has been an ongoing concern from stakeholders and the traffic improvements have not been implemented in a timely manner.
February 12, 2020

Councilmember John Lee
9207 Oakdale Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Dear Councilmember Lee,

This letter is a Request for Action on the already approved left hand turn signal at the Wilbur and Rinaldi intersection (TCR# 76154, 81820, 88204). Unfortunately, this intersection regularly experiences traffic accidents. Several complaints from the community have been submitted to the City and a recommendation has been authorized by LADOT to improve safety at this intersection. The recommendation has been made for a left hand turn signal, but unfortunately the work has not been completed.

Given the frequency of accidents at this intersection and the risk to public safety, we respectfully ask for your assistance to make this request a high priority for CD12.

We greatly appreciate your help in addressing this long-standing issue within our community.

Sincerely,

Issam Najm
President Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council

cc: Northridge West Neighborhood Council